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GENERAL:
The major aim of the focus group was to identify main areas of
concern regarding viewers opinions and perceptions of the five
proposed Silver Springs commercials to be broadcasted in the
State of Ohio.
Twelve out-of-state tourists participated in the twohour focus group. six participants were males and six were
females.
Their ages ranged from 25 to 70, and they represented
an array of ethnic groups. The participants also had a varied
educational background from high school diplomas to college
graduate degrees. This cross section representation of the
population allowed different opinions and perceptions by the
various participants.
The focus group interview took place on 5/22/87 at the Quality
Inn hotel located on 7600 International Drive in Orlando.
Participants were recruited by the hotel's public relations
staff. The participants reside in the following states: Maine,
South Carolina, Illinois, and Ohio.
METHODOLOGY:
The methodology used in the focus group was the "Funnel Approach"
in which broad topics were introduced first by the moderator and
as the discussion progressed, the topics were narrowed down to
the major area of concern, the new Silver Springs Commercials.
This approach was adopted to create a tourist-leisure atmosphere
among the participants, before any conversation about Florida
attractions, in particular Silver Springs was introduced.
During the market testing phase of the discussion, each
commercial was shown twice. At the end of the evening, the five
commercials were shown again before final conclusions were made
by the participants.
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FINDINGS:
Images of Florida
Florida was associated with vacation images like sunshine,
beaches, and recreational activities (like fishing and golfing).
Some associated Florida with non-tourist images like: oranges,
alligators, Aeronautics and Space Program, and Miami Vice.
Florida Vacation:
The majority of the participants had visited Florida before.
They were familiar with various tourist destinations in Florida
like Ft. Lauderdale, Clearwater, Melbourne, Cape Canaveral, Miami,
Tampa and the Keys.
When the issue of attractions was introduced, the respondents
said that they planned to visit Disney World, EPCOT and Tampa
Bay. No other attractions were mentioned. It is therefore clear
that the main purpose of the participants' Florida trip was to
visit the Disney complex.
Florida Attractions:
With regard
theme Parks
Center, Sea
Springs and

to familiarity with Florida's attractions, Disney
were mentioned first, followed by Kennedy Space
World, Busch Gardens, Cypress Gardens, Silver
the dog and horse races.

Others perceived tourist destinations as attractions like Ft.
Lauderdale, Daytona Beach and st. Augustine.
In addition, some
natural attractions were mentioned like the Everglades and a
State Park in the Keys where snorkeling is a major activity.
Silver Springs:
The discussion of Silver Springs originated from the topic of
Florida attractions. Two participants visited Silver Springs "a
long time ago" while one participant visited Silver Springs in
1981. The three Silver Springs visitors recalled the glass bottom
boat and "wet and wild" (Wild Waters).
Some participants who never visited Silver Springs heard about
the park. They recalled TV commercials "showing the Silver
Springs" (South Carolina resident). One respondent associated
Silver Springs with movies that were made there and mentioned
Esther Williams as one of the stars filming there.
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Another participant who visited Silver Springs recalled places
where Sea Hunt episodes were filmed and she could relate to
it, as well as billboards when she was driving down with her
parents "when we were little kids."
After describing the park and its features (based on the AAA
Florida guide and Silver Springs brochure) the respondents had a
few interesting comments:
One participant who visited the park recalled the glass bottom
boats as a major feature. Another participant who visited the
park described in length her experience with the park as well as
Wild Waters and emphasized the combination ticket to both parks
"It's a nice place to spend the day."
One respondent who never visited the park asked about admission
price "how much is it to go in?".
Another participant commented that "it sounds pretty interesting"
but he would not set his itinerary around Silver Springs and he
would not go directly to the attraction but rather as a stopover.
After the short discussion the commercials were shown.
commercial was shown twice.
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Each

SILVER SPRINGS NEW COMMERCIALS:

1. "Testimonials:"
The very first comment about the commercial was that Silver
Springs was perceived as a natural park. The park was perceived
to be quite, uncrowded, relaxed, and not commercialized.
One participant commented that: "I saw a bunch of people's
opinions of Silver Springs but hardly anything about Silver
Springs at all."
Some participants said that they had nature and animals in their
residence states and therefore, it does not appeal to them
(" ... we see a lot of animals in their habitat all the
time .•. different animals ... " Petting the animals was not
perceived "a big deal" because one can have it in their own local
communities (" .•• I can go to Brookville Zoo or Lincoln Park Zoo
to pet animals if I wanted to •.. " Some participants said that
they can also see a lot of nature in their own localities " ... we
got thousands of acres of forests ... deer in the wild ... "
One participant liked the commercial because it sounded like an
invitation to come "while you are on vacation" unlike the direct
appeal of other competitors.
With regard to perceived activities, some argued that the park
may be suitable for picnics as well as educational for
"the younger generation" who did not have an opportunity to
experience farm life.
The park was perceived to be attractive to families, senior
citizens, nature lovers, and "people who love the outdoors"
Unlike the Columbus group, one participant liked the phrase "love
them alligators." He thought it was funny.
Some participants perceived the commercial to "put down" Silver
Springs' competitors, in particular the line: " ..• It's natural
attraction, not man-made like the other ones ..• " This gave a
"negative feeling" to some participants who suggested that the
natural aspect should have been emphasized without referring to
other attractions that are man-made: " ... It's natural not manmade •.. 11 One participant said she liked the commercial until this
particular point.
The glass bottom boat was a favorable and unique feature. The
river that one can see through the boat was perceived to be very
clear "one was able to see a lot of fish, unlike other places
where the lake water was not as clear (e.g Chicago)".
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Some comments were mentioned with regard to the monkeys featured
in the commercial "I have a hard time believing that monkeys live
in the continental United States ... " It appears that monkeys do
not belong in the environment portrayed in the commercial.
Those participants who did not visit the park, expressed an
interest to visit the park, but would not go all the way to
Florida to see the park. One participant perceived the park to
encompass all the natural things they had in their local
community (zoo, foliage, natural trails, glass bottom boat).
" .•. you can do all these things all in one place •.• "
Although some previous visitors said that the commercial did not
give enough of what the park has to offer, some recalled the
glass bottom boat and the jungle cruise which were considered to
be a major strength of the commercial.
One participant said that he "wouldn't mind" taking his
grand children to Silver Springs but did not refer to himself.
2. "Parking Lot:"
The commercial was perceived to be more informative: " ... it is
more direct ... it tells you about Silver Springs instead of giving
you other people's opinions ... " however, some respondents still
recalled that the commercial compared the park with other
competitors.
Another participant liked this commercial better than the
previous one. " ... it gave you a better feel of what is there ... in
the first tape the focus was on people's faces •.. "
The beginning of the commercial was not perceived to be a major
strength like in the Columbus and Cincinnati groups.
Some
participants did not believe that the parking lot portrayed the
"Florida of 10,000 years ago." Others believed that Silver
Springs has or will have a busy parking lot " ..• if the park is
going to be promoted .•. "
Some participants perceived the commercial to be "hypocritical"
because of the line: " .•. All natural, all beautiful, all what
you come to Florida for ... " To some people, this is not why
everybody comes to Florida. Most people come to Florida to see
Disney not nature (" ... Disney is a major attraction ... this is why
everybody comes here •.. ").
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One major criticism of the commercial was that it was too short.
Although the commercial lasted the same time as the previous one
(30 seconds), it appears that the features of the park were too
brief on the TV screen. It is important to mention that some
participants preferred a short commercial )" ••• I don't have to
know about any fish in your.state .•. ")
Some participants commented on the line " ••• Just off I-75 near
Ocala ..• " Most participants did not know where Ocala was and
wanted more specific directions ("two hours north of Disney
World.") This argument was raised by both Ohio groups.
Some participant said that the commercial did not focus on the
major attractions " ••• this one was just a river ... just a river
cruise .•• " Although the commercial featured a shot of the river
the participants wanted to see more boats and the jungle cruise
rather than the animals ("people like the rides ... ") Similar
comments were mentioned in Cincinnati and Columbus. One
participant wanted to see the alligators in this commercial
" ••• In Florida you should show alligators ... monkeys you see in
the zoo .•• "
The participants perceived the park to offer limited activities
11
• • • nothing .•• riding a
boat •.. that's it ... ". Some thought that
the park may also offer natural trails for walking.
Consequently, the park appeared to be attractive to active and
athletic people, as well as the naturalists and outdoor lovers
and to "someone who is not into carnival rides."
The park was perceived by some to be attractive to out-of-state
visitors only " ..• after coming down •.• after Disney and EPCOT ... 11
One participant disagreed and perceived the park to be more
appealing to the local Florida population. 11 • • • I would think it
would be more of regional park that would draw people from
Florida ... " The issue of similar attractions in the tourists'
own residence areas came up again and a suggestion was raised
that while Florida residents will go to Silver Springs 11 • • • we
will go to our local things ... "
Finally, a suggestion was made with regard to other activities
that tourists can do in the Silver Springs that are tied-in with
the theme, namely camping. An example was given from
Yellowstone National Park.
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3. "Endorsement:"
This commercial was perceived to be more diversified than the
others. The participants recalled the antique cars and the slides
at Wild Waters. The available choices were regarded as a
positive feature " ••• this is a lot better ••• tells you more about
the place and what you can do ••• you remember it •.• it gives
you _more to look for ••• " a similar reaction was raised by the
Ohio groups.
Another criticism was the tone of voice of the "Florida man."
The participants did not like the southern accent but since a few
of the participants were southerners, the criticism was not direct
" ••. I found the guy very objectionable ..• not his looks ..• very
local ... stereotype southerner •.• If this was on the air in
Cleveland, OH I think it would offend some people in Ohio •.. "
Similar criticisms were raised by the Cincinnati and Columbus
groups.
Some confusion was raised about the location of Ocala. People
suggested to present a map, or include directions from well-known
places like Orlando, Ft. Lauderdale, and Cape Canaveral. Similar
comments were made by the previous Ohio groups.
One participant asked if the commercial was truthful. He wanted
to know whether visitors can get a single boat. One previous
visitor said "I never recalled an individual boat ... ! don't
remember any small boat .•. maybe that is something new that they
got ... " Similar questions were raised about the rocking chair.
The logical development ("its sequence ••• ") of the commercial
features seemed contradicting to some of the participants, in
particular the shift from the Wild Waters to " ••• It's like
Florida used to be and isn't anymore ••• " The argument was that
the commercial should feature what people should do in the park:
first the natural park, riding the boats, animals, cool off in
the slides and than showing the antique cars.
Some people thought that the commercial was too long:
rocking chair should be the last part of it ... "

"The

The park was perceived to be appealing to younger people, to
sportsmen, to young married couple with children, young college
students, and to older Floridians (the rocking chair associated
the park with older visitors).-
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One participant said that the commercial will not draw people to
come to Silver Springs exclusively, because similar features are
available in their own locations. Suggestions were made to
include lines like:
" .•• Next time you are in Florida come by ... "
'' ..• After you're through with Disney World ... "
" •.. After you're tired from Disney world •.• "
" .•. Before you go home take a break .•. "
One participant was impressed by the statement that one can
drink out of the water 11 • • • its freshness .•. "
A concern was raised when the commercial tried to promote a
modern amusement park (Wild Waters, antique cars, animals from
Africa) and immediately afterwards tried to promote the return to
nature " •.• It's like Florida used to be and isn't anymore, except
here ... Did Florida used to have water parks in the past"?
4. "Grandpa and Danny:"
As in the Ohio groups, the participants did not like the "narrow
focus" of the commercial. The park was perceived to appeal to
Florida grandparents and their grandchildren. Consequently, "for
the general population it's a waste of money •.. " unless the
commercial is shown in " ... seniors condominium developments in
Florida ..• "
The commercial was perceived to be appealing to Florida
residents. One participant said that the commercial will not
appeal to out-of-state kids: 11 • • • to a kid from Illinois, who
cares what Florida was •. ?"
One participant added: 11 • • • I couldn't see our parents taking
Danny (their son) all the way to Florida to just pet a deer and
down a boat ... that you can do in Ohio real easy ... "
Consequently, Silver Springs was perceived to be a place for
senior citizens and for grandparents and grandchildren.
The participants did not like the grandson in the commercial
" .•. that stupid kid ... " The same reaction occurred in the
Columbus group.
The commercial portrayed the park as offering limited attractions
and activities. 11 • • • You can only do two things in the park: ride
a boat and pet a deer ... " Other participants commented:
"nothing ... just riding a boat ... very narrow, it wouldn't be much
at all to do ... "
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Finally, some suggestions were made to insert this concept into
other commercials in order to expand the market. Other
suggestions were made to feature the natural park as an
educational place for local schools where class trips can be
conducted.
5. "Memories:"
The participants liked this commercial better than all previous
four, and were happy that the commercial was "more well
rounded ..• " " ... it gives you a more complete picture of the park
points from all the others ... "
The commercial was also perceived to be too long. Some
participants liked the idea of Silver Springs/Florida is changing
like a family in particular the line: "We still come to Silver
Springs, even though it changed as much as my family has."
Some criticism was raised with regard to the tone of voice of the
announcer in the line " ••. Oh, they still have the glass bottom
boats ... "
Like the Cincinnati group, the participants were happy to see the
glass bottom boat: 11 • • • I was wondering what you saw in the glass
bottom boat ... ! thought you probably see just clear water ..• you
can see fishes ... "
The participants liked also the specificity of the location of
the park and its proximity to Disney: "That will put it in
people's mind that it's not too far from Disney ..• almost
everybody knows where Disney World is ... it must not be too far to
drive ... "
The reference to Disney was also welcomed because there was no
negative connotation about Silver Springs' competitors like in the
"Parking Lot" commercial: " ... It was more of an idea that this is
something else that you can do while you are in Florida ... "
The commercial was appealing to all generations: "everybody will
see something .in it that they can relate to .•• " The park was
perceived to appeal to out-of-state tourists who "may stop on the
way" to see other attractions.
The participants also recalled a lot of activities that one can
do in the park like: riding the glass bottom boat, watching a lot
of animals, petting zoo, antique cars, and jungle cruise.
Suggestions were made to include in the commercial the water park
" ..• they didn't mention the water activities ... when I was there
you could buy the two tickets ... you could get a cheaper ticket to
the other place ... "
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Finally, some people perceived the park portrayed in the
commercial to have more of "a regional appeal" and that is geared
to Florida residents. The same issue was raised by the
Cincinnati group who commented that 11 • • • if one does not have
older grandparents or family in Florida, he/she need not come to
Silver Springs •.• "
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FINAL DEBATE OVER THE FIVE COMMERCIALS:

An informal vote for the most appealing commercial was taken
among the participants. The most favorable commercial was
commercial #5.
Respondents liked commercial #5 because of the positive appeal of
the park, the comprehensive coverage of all the park's features
" ... It included more •..... It wraps everything ..• more
complete •.. better description of the park ... showed sites ... "
The participants also liked the realistic appeal of Silver
Springs: " ... since you are in Florida come •.. talked about it as
another activity besides Disney ... " . The commercial also
suggested that the park may appeal to any age group, it was
"multi-generational ... "
With regard to the least favorable commercial, commercial #4 was
the least appealing, followed by commercial #3.
The participants liked commercial# 4 the least mainly because
the exclusive reference to grandparents and grandchildren
" ... they discussed only the generation gap ... they dealt with
a limited population •.. " Some participants did not find the
commercial to be realistic: 11 • • • I have grandchildren and I don't
talk to them like this •.. "
Silver Springs was also perceived to offer limited features;
11
••• I
don't think they said anything about the park ... riding a
boat that is all ... " In addition, some participants did not like
the tone of voice of the grandchild 11 • • • I hate the kid .•. he's
stupid ... "
Some participants liked commercial #1 the least mainly because of
the " ..• too many people ... " and its indirect appeal.
The final approach was to ask the respondents to suggest an ideal
commercial for Silver Springs. The respondents suggested to
include the following features:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

The water park.
Alligators.
The natural/tropical aspect.
Precise location with reference to Disney.
Drinking fresh water out of the river.
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